DO ANALYSIS GEOGRAPHY COURSEWORK
5 Mock analysis Task question: to delimit the area of your chosen urban area's CBD. Land use - there will be more
shops, services and offices in the CBD.

Times can there and about is analysis geography coursework help investigative and toward There are some
general concluding comments which have a link with the original aim s. Groyne measurements Use a tape
measure to find the height of beach material on either side of a groyne. No registration is required to view
these examples and samples. Geography Coursework â€” Merry Hill Free Level One Makes statements
describing the data. Measuring land use function Along each of the transects use a systematic sampling
strategy to select locations to record land use function. Draws sound conclusions, explicitly supported by
evidence, clearly related to the objectives of the study. You can compare a series of groynes along a length of
beach. Here are some densities of rocks often used for rip-rap. You can collect field data on the effectiveness
of the rip-rap simply by measuring the length, width and height of each boulder. Use a set of graduated sieves
can be used to sort sediment samples into different size categories in millimetres or as phi sizes. Traffic count
â€” there will be more traffic in the CBD as people will want to get there. You could photograph at whole
street scenes, or focus on small details such as a pile of rubbish. In many cases, the college courses taken in
other subjects fulfill A Geography student is carrying out fieldwork on the lived experience of place in a town
centre. What grade I have given the work and whyâ€¦.. The c-axis is the shortest axis Measuring shape The
simplest way to record pebble shape is to classify the stone as very angular, angular, sub-angular,
sub-rounded, rounded or very rounded using a Power's Scale of Roundness. However, the lack of analytical
comments in some sections of the analysis prevents this work from reaching the top of Level 3. Recording site
location The easiest way to accurately record the locations of your sampling sites is to use a GPS â€” there are
many different Smartphone apps that will allow you to do this. An overall judgement of an area â€” the
shopping area is divided into zones: walk around the whole of a zone and then complete the survey as a
summary of the whole of that zone. Related Links. Use secondary data to find the rock type used and its
density. These can then be put into a word cloud e. Beach morphology 1. The authenticity of our custom essay
writing and confidentiality of all information are guaranteed. Quantitative methods Sampling Questions
focussing on spatial changes in land use might consider changes with distance from the centre of the CBD.
You could us the same technique to compare how a place changes over different days of the week or at
different times of day. After 20 minutes find as many pebbles as you can, and measure how far each has
moved from the start point. The measurement technique used depends on the size of the sediments. Rip-rap
volume and weight measurements Rip-rap or rock armour is often used as a technique of coastal defence. Each
reading is taken from from break of slope to break of slope.

